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BMW USA Redesign
www.bmwusa.com

October 2015–December 2016

Responsive Redesign Case Study
During my tenure at KBS, the BMWUSA website was
massive digital platform undergoing a signiﬁcant
multi-year redesign of its design and technology to
address evolving car shopping behaviors.
This case study focuses on speciﬁc areas of the redesign where
my UX leadership was involved in solving key areas of the user
experience as well as improving team collaboration.

What I Did
• Created a responsive design system to be the foundation of
our new platform
• Created a modular system to be easily and quickly updated
with greater content ﬂexibility than the current website
• Designed responsive modules that enabled richer experiences
using video, animation, and utility interaction
• Built repeatable modules for seamless implementation and
reduced customization while creating consistency for the user

Visit the BMW USA Site
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User Testing
Sketches
Wireframes
Prototypes
Design System
Style Guide
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•
•

Mark Reilly UX Lead
Emily Saraco Visual Design
Ali Sajjadi Product Manager
Adam B. Scrum Master
Your Majesty Front End
Keerthi Dundi Back End
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BMW USA Redesign

Responsive Design System: Breakpoints
Approach
To build a foundational design system, I started by
deﬁning the breakpoints—a key ingredient of
responsive design.
Solution
Rather than focus on device sizes, I established six T-shirt sized

We used T-shirt sizes to refer to the six breakpoints rather than devices. Of the six
breakpoints, we focused designing three of them: XS 320, M 720, and L 960.

breakpoints. These roughly corresponded to current devices but
were ﬂexible enough to accommodate future device sizes.
Six breakpoints may seem excessive, but it allowed us greater
ﬂexibility. We didn’t need to create six different designs. The top
three breakpoints shared the same orientation and aspect ratio,
so we were able to scale up the L breakpoint design to ﬁt the XL
and XXL breakpoints.
We focused our design efforts on the smallest XS mobile
breakpoint and the L desktop breakpoint. These two breakpoints
informed our approach to the M tablet breakpoint; I either
adapted one of those design patterns or created a new one.
The 3 largest sizes use the same design: The grid, images, and type scale up uniformly.
The design at 960px scales up 125% at 1200px and then another 120% at 1440px.

Mark Reilly • UX Portfolio • mark@markreilly.com • 347 228 3696
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BMW USA Redesign

Responsive Design System: Fluid Grid
Problem
A second key ingredient of responsive design is a
Fluid Grid. The existing homepage and product
pages had tried to use a 12 column grid for their
desktop viewport. Unfortunately, the developers had
to add two columns to make that design work.
The Ask
The designers wanted to bring back a 12 column grid. As it is
neatly divisible by 2, 3, & 4, which gave them a lot of layout
options—halves, thirds, and quarters.

The responsive ﬂuid grid: when the viewport gets large enough we add columns. Starting
at 4 columns at 320px to a total of 12 columns at 960px.

Solution
To simplify the design I decided to create a standard column and
gutter width. Each column would be 72px wide with a 8px gutter.
Starting with 4 columns at XS 320px. We add columns as the
viewport gets larger: 6 columns at S 480px, 9 columns at M
720px, until we reach 12 columns at L breakpoint 960px. When we
reach the larger breakpoints XL 1200px and XXL 1440px. We scale
up the grid & typography proportionally. This responsive ﬂuid grid
made it easier to translate patterns & assets across breakpoints.

View the CodePen Demo of the Grid
Mark Reilly • UX Portfolio • mark@markreilly.com • 347 228 3696
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BMW USA Redesign
Module Library
Approach
To help the visual design team adjust to the modular design
system, we developed an easy to use Module Library to be their
Design Kit. We organized our modular library using Atomic
Design principles. Building from simple atomic elements into

Atomic Design’s ﬁve stages: Atoms, Molecules, Organisms, Templates, and Pages.

molecules and then more complex organisms or modules.

Solution
We started the module library with a rigorous content audit. We
worked with a content strategist to evaluate the existing content
and what was missing. We then organized the content into
design patterns or modules. We deﬁned layout options: text
alignment, image placement, and dark or light themes.
We applied global styles to each module and described how the
layout would adjust at each breakpoint. We started with the
smallest breakpoint and made sure we had all the content and
functionality that we needed. As we went up in size and had more

Modular design approach began with a content audit. We organized the content and
established design patterns. We then used these modules to build any page.

space, we considered progressively enhancing the modules by
adding images or functionality.
The module library reduced QA time considerably. We did an
initial round of QA to make the modules functioned properly.
Once they passed, we’d only need to QA them again for content.

View the CodePen Demo of a Module
Mark Reilly • UX Portfolio • mark@markreilly.com • 347 228 3696
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BMW USA Redesign

Modular Design for the Homepage
Problem

Approach

The BMW USA homepage needed
to support three very different
narratives at different times of
the year: Sales Events, Vehicle
Launches, and Brand Events.

For each event type, we determined
the goal of the page. We created a
content hierarchy that enabled the
user to fulﬁll that goal and used our
module library to build the page.

Mark Reilly • UX Portfolio • mark@markreilly.com • 347 228 3696
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BMW USA Redesign

Module Example: Homepage Marquee
Approach
The homepage marquee area is intended to be a
singular, impactful experience. It is the standard
bearer for the full site experience, and it was vital
that it was consistent across devices.
Solution
We wanted to make a very versatile module: One that could hold
a single image, or a carousel, or a video in the background. We
added options for aligning the text to the left, right, and center,
allowing us to work with a broader range of photos.
This module was designed to be on the top of the homepage
beneath the main navigation. On larger screens, it was intended
to be above the fold and reveal the top of the next content piece.
For desktop, I chose a wide aspect ratio of 16:6. However, on
mobile, it was too short. I decided to use the new <picture>
element and create three crops to use them at different
breakpoints: Allowing us to use a 16:9 image for small screens

The homepage marquee in action: M tablet, L laptop, XS mobile, and XXL desktop HD.
Wireframes show variations such as a carousel, text box, and text alignment options.

and a wider ratio of 16:5 or full bleed on the largest screen.

Mark Reilly • UX Portfolio • mark@markreilly.com • 347 228 3696
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BMW USA Redesign

The Outcomes

My Role

• The modular redesign of the BMWUSA.com
rolled out in phased releases in the last quarter
of 2016 and the ﬁrst quarter of 2017

• Lead user experience designer on BMW redesign

• The new Adobe Experience Manager platform
replaced two older platforms; the CMS for the
product pages and the mobile-only site
• Mobile traﬃc increased 216% and surpassed
desktop traﬃc in March 2017
• The Series Selector on the homepage had 82%
increase in clicks in March 2017
• Smooth hand over of design, code, and
documentation to BMW’s new agency
responsible for maintaining the website
Mark Reilly • UX Portfolio • mark@markreilly.com • 347 228 3696

• Created and documented the modular design
system and wireframes for the module library
• Designed and prototyped the responsive grid
• Redesigned navigation to be responsive
• Designed the new forms and dealer locator
• Quality control for all visual and interaction
design launched on the new platform
• Oversaw all other user experience projects on the
new platform
• Oversaw all user testing for BMW
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Stanley Black & Decker: Cabinet Configurator
www.storageconfiguration.com
February 2017–August 2017

Responsive Web App Case Study
To help users create custom metal cabinets, we built
a web app for Stanley Black & Decker’s Lista brand.
We designed the web app for reuse across ﬁve other
SBD’s brands that sell metal cabinets.
This case study focuses on the execution phase of the project.
How we took our extensive research from the discovery phase of
the project and built a key prototype. We iterated on the prototype,
released a minimum viable product, then a version 1.5 to the public.

What We Did
• Synthesized our discovery ﬁndings
• Worked as a multidisciplinary agile team
• Created and iterated on a design system
• Designed a working code prototype in 10 weeks
• Conducted rounds of user testing
• Reﬁned the prototype for a 1.0 release
• Designed new features for the 1.5 release

Skills | Deliverables
•
•
•
•
•
•

User Testing
Sketches
Wireframes
Prototypes
Design System
Flow Diagrams

Core Team
•
•
•
•
•
•

Mark Reilly Assoc. Director UX
Chase Farnum Design Director
Adam F. Product Manager
Michelle E. Scrum Master
Scott N. | Phaedra R. Front End
Eduardo Silva Back End Lead

Visit the Cabinet Conﬁgurator
Mark Reilly • UX Portfolio • mark@markreilly.com • 347 228 3696
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SBD Cabinet Configurator
Mapping the Functionality

Discovery
In the discovery, we’d talked to SBD stakeholders
and customers. We had uncovered key features and
functionality that these users would need. The next
step was to sort and map out where these features
could exist and create a system.
There was an existing conﬁgurator on the site, originally built as a
tool for salespeople to place cabinet orders, it was not intuitive or
user-friendly. It did give us a baseline for what features had to be

Site ﬂow map: showing how new and returning users would enter the conﬁgurator.

in the new conﬁgurator, but we needed to ﬁgure out the system.
I realized that we’d need three critical areas within the system: an
area to be the entry point for new users; an area to conﬁgure
cabinets; and an area to store multiple cabinet conﬁgurations.

Site Flow Map
I created a site ﬂow map to ﬁgure this out — it’s a hybrid of a
sitemap and a user ﬂow. With the system mapped out we were
able to write user stories for these areas and the functionality
they’d need. The site ﬂow map helped us prioritize the

Close up of the conﬁgurator section showing the essential functionality and options.

functionality within the conﬁgurator and how it would ﬁt into the
product roadmap.

Mark Reilly • UX Portfolio • mark@markreilly.com • 347 228 3696
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SBD Cabinet Configurator

Building a Working Prototype in 10 weeks
Problem
Our ﬁrst design constraint was we needed a working
prototype to present at an important board meeting
in mid-April. For the sake of this key demo, I decided
that we had to forgo our mobile-ﬁrst design
philosophy and design the desktop ﬁrst.
After numerous client presentations, I’d realized that while
designing for mobile ﬁrst was a best practice for prioritization of
information; it made for a poor demo. It was much harder for
stakeholders to understand the mobile experience when you
show it on a large screen. I found it was always better to show

UX InVision prototype 3/23/2017

the desktop experience and then the mobile—or better yet to
create a prototype and load it onto an actual mobile device.

Solution
• I built a comprehensive UX prototype in InVision: mapping out

Dev prototype: Sprint 1 – 3/10/2017

Dev prototype: Sprint 2 – 3/21/2017

Dev prototype: Sprint 3 – 4/10/2017

Dev prototype: Sprint 4 – 4/21/2017

all of the key interactions and components
• Two Front-end developers iterated on a prototype
• One focused on the user interface
• The other on the 3D rendering of the cabinets

View the UX for the First Prototype
Mark Reilly • UX Portfolio • mark@markreilly.com • 347 228 3696
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SBD Cabinet Configurator
Menu Iterations

Mobile Menu Design
Once we’d successfully demoed our prototype, we
took our desktop-centric design and rethought it for
a mobile context. We had already designed for
touch interfaces, but the constraints of mobile made
us reconsider some of our components.

Main Menu: Mobile

On mobile, it was important for our users to be able to see the
changes while they were interacting with the user interface. We
want the menu to use less than 40% of the height of the screen.

Main Menu: Prototype

Main Menu: Version 1.0

The most signiﬁcant change to the user interface was to replace
the accordions with tabs. Tabs made better use of the space on
mobile and allowed users to see what options were available
without having to expand them.

Reducing Menu Items
Tabs made sense for the mobile design and performed better in
user testing. When I switched to tabs from accordions, I also
revised the categories in the main menu of the conﬁgurator. By
using tabs, I was able to group similar items. I was able to reduce

Height Menu: Mobile

the number of menu items on the main menu from nine to ﬁve.

Height Menu: Prototype
Mark Reilly • UX Portfolio • mark@markreilly.com • 347 228 3696

Height Menu: Version 1.0
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SBD Cabinet Configurator

Release 1.0: Configuring a Single Cabinet
User testing
We did user testing on their existing conﬁgurator
and the prototype. Users failed to build a cabinet in
the existing conﬁgurator. The controls and labels
were confounding to many of our test users. The
prototype performed much better, and users were
able to complete building their custom cabinet.
In the prototype, we noticed where we used accordions they were

While user testing the prototype: we found that tabs worked better than accordions.

sometimes overlooked. Where we had tabs, users saw all the
options right away. We revised the user interface, and tabs
became the dominant design pattern.

Getting to a 1.0 release
For the demo, we used hard-coded data to populate the screens.
We now had to build an API to provide real data. The API also
served as the rules engine. The rules engine informed the user
when there was a conﬂict between the options they had chosen
and offered solutions on how to ﬁx that issue.
We decided that we’d launch the new conﬁgurator with the ability
to conﬁgure one cabinet at a time and get a summary. I added
annotations to the UX prototype to document these interactions.

View the UX: Release 1.0 prototype
Mark Reilly • UX Portfolio • mark@markreilly.com • 347 228 3696

InVision prototype of the UX. It was used to help document the 1.0 release.
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SBD Cabinet Configurator

Release 1.5: Configuring Multiple Cabinets
My Project Space
To conﬁgure more than one cabinet at a time, we
needed an area where users could access the
conﬁgurations of all their cabinets.
This area became the My Project space. We wanted to users to
be able to visualize their cabinets and get a sense of their sizes
next to each other. We wanted them to be able to perform some
global actions on all of their cabinets: changing colors and
setting keying options. Users can share their projects with others
for review. Users can now get a quote based on their project with
one or more cabinets.

My Project: wall planning feature with cards below.

Multiple Iterations
We went through 4 major iterations to get to this solution
• 3D view with a tray to switch between conﬁgurations
• Overhead 3D view where you could move the cabinets around
• Overhead view with tiled images of the cabinets

Alternative 1: 3D with Tray

Alternative 2: Overhead 3D

Alternative 3: Overhead tiles

Alternative 4: Cards

• Using Cards where we could show supporting information
After exploring each of these iterations, we ended up using a wall
planning view on the top and a card view on the bottom.

View the UX Prototype — 1.5
Mark Reilly • UX Portfolio • mark@markreilly.com • 347 228 3696
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SBD Cabinet Configurator

The Outcomes

My Role

• Successfully created a working prototype for
the board presentation in April 2017

• Lead user experience designer on SBD

• Launched version 1.0 of the conﬁgurator—a
stealth beta launch to stakeholders—in August
2017
• Launched version 1.5 to the public to in
October 2017
• Version 1.6 was released in November 2017

• Designed the extensive InVision prototypes for
the prototype and each release
• Designed and documented the design system
• Led ideation workshop with the client & the team
• Conducted user testing on the existing Lista
conﬁgurator, the new prototype, and the beta
• Oversaw the user experience project for another
SBD brand Mac Tools who are using this new
conﬁgurator engine

Mark Reilly • UX Portfolio • mark@markreilly.com • 347 228 3696
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PODS: Discovery
www.pods.com

July 2017–October 2017

Discovery Case Study
PODS came to KBS looking for a recommendation
to improve their website and their digital strategy.
We set up a multidisciplinary team to research their
digital properties and make a recommendation.
We looked at the PODS organization as a whole, conducting
stakeholder and user interviews at PODS’ headquarters in Tampa.
We talked to people from IT, Marketing, Customer Service, and
some PODS drivers. We did rounds of user testing on their sites
and looked at their competitors’ sites.

UX Audit Report
• Conducted Usability Testing
• Oversaw a UX Competitive Audit
• Created an Interface Inventory
• Developed User Personas
• Wrote the UX section of the PODS Vision presentation

Visit the PODS Homepage

Mark Reilly • UX Portfolio • mark@markreilly.com • 347 228 3696

Skills | Deliverables
•
•
•
•
•
•

User Testing
User Interviews
Competitive Analysis
Personas
Sketches
Wireframes

Core Team
•
•
•
•
•
•

Mark Reilly UX Lead
Tom K. Product Strategist
Jeff Gray Engineering
Dom Brown Brand Strategist
Michael Furst Brand Strategist
Katie McNish Producer
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PODS: Discovery
Usability Testing

Testing Plan
I wanted to test the user experience and the usability
of the PODS site. I needed to observe users using it
both on laptops and smartphones as it was a
responsive design.
I also wanted to test a close competitor’s website to see what
they were doing. Finally, I looked at PODS’ Self Service Portal,
where customers can log in to update when and where their
containers are delivered and to make payments. I wrote test
scripts and scenarios and found users through usertesting.com.
We created three tests and tested each on desktop and smartphones.

High-Level Findings
• Users had a hard time learning what PODS offered
• The site steered users to get a quick quote before explaining
the value of their service versus their cheaper competitors
• Users had trouble understanding how much of their stuff could
ﬁt in a container and exactly how many containers they’d need
• On smartphones, all of these issues were greatly exacerbated

Highlight video reel.

Test scenario recap.

• The close competitor was doing a better job on the desktop
but suffered similar problems to PODS on smartphones
Mark Reilly • UX Portfolio • mark@markreilly.com • 347 228 3696

Findings report per tasks of each test.
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PODS: Discovery

UX Competitive Audit
Methodology
We evaluated direct competitors to understand what
cross-shopping customers were seeing. We also
identiﬁed patterns from best-in-class websites which
PODS could adapt to go beyond their competitors.
•

Seven direct competitors

•

Seven best-in-class websites

We conducted an expert UX walkthrough for each site, assessing

We looked at three different user mindsets: consideration, conversion, and post-purchase.

the desktop and mobile experiences according to user mindsets.
We based our assessment on a set of heuristics and performance
criteria identiﬁed for each mindset.

High-Level Findings
• Most moving and storage brands offer mediocre websites
that fail to deliver seamless, intuitive, and relevant
experiences online
• As customers go through the online purchasing journey,
brands are creating obstacles instead of guiding users

Oscar Health: out of
category Inspiration.

Overall scorecard of
direct competitors.

smoothly through the process
• PODS has an opportunity to leapfrog its competitors by
offering them a superior digital experience
Mark Reilly • UX Portfolio • mark@markreilly.com • 347 228 3696

Heuristics we used to evaluate competitors
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PODS: Discovery
Interface Inventory

What is it For?
The interface inventory was a preliminary audit of the
PODS.com user interface. It lays the groundwork for
our future design system and module library.
I looked at the site on mobile, tablet, and desktop which roughly
correspond to their small, medium, and large breakpoints. I
documented their existing design patterns and how they reﬂowed
at the different breakpoints. I added best practices for each
section based on observations from testing and expert analysis.

I looked at the quote form widget on mobile as this is a key interaction with users.

Key Findings
I used the Wayback Machine to look at earlier designs of the
PODS website. The current version was designed ﬁrst for the
desktop. The redesign focused on modernizing the look of the
user interface. The information architecture and layout of the site
hadn't been revised from the previous version.
At a later date, there was a responsive retroﬁt, which added two
breakpoints for tablet and smartphones. Essentially making the
desktop design ﬁt better on these devices without redesigning
the information architecture, interactions, or hierarchy to be
better suited for these devices.

Mark Reilly • UX Portfolio • mark@markreilly.com • 347 228 3696

Main navigation: at
the three breakpoints.

Homepage FAQs

The How It Works has three different designs.
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PODS: Discovery
Personas

How We Created Them
The user personas are a composite drawn from user
interviews, observations during user testing, and
customer segmentation and demographics that
were provided by PODS' marketing department.
These personas reﬂected the four major user journeys that PODS
customers take. If they’re moving locally or long distance, or if
they need short term or long term storage, or even a combination
of both. It’s this ﬂexibility and control that sets PODS apart from

Janine is moving across town but needs to store her stuff until her renovation is over.

its competitors. Each persona represents a different set of traits
and behavior patterns, tied together by a common perspective.

What They’ll Be Used For
These personas will inform our prioritization of what we will build
on the new site. We’ll use them as a lens to help prioritize and
sequence features.

Long-distance mover.

Personas help us build empathy for our users and their goals.
They help us focus on what’s important to help them achieve their
goals. They encourage the team and the stakeholders to form a
consensus on what’s important. They inform us and enable us to
make and defend our design decisions. We can utilize them to

Long-term storer.

A long-distance mover with storage needs.

measure if we have created the right solutions for our users.
Mark Reilly • UX Portfolio • mark@markreilly.com • 347 228 3696
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PODS: Discovery

PODS Vision: UX Section
Working Towards a Solution
At the end of the discovery phase, we reported our
ﬁndings. We were able to show them, not only did
we understood their problems, we had solutions.

Blake needs to move.

Blake’s Story
We worked on a PODS Vision presentation outlining where we
saw PODS could be in two years time. We used one of our

He checks out PODS.

personas—Blake—to show how, in the future, we would help him
achieve his goals. He’s moving across the country for work. He’s
living in temporary accommodation and doesn’t know where he

He’s exploring what products PODS offer.

wants to buy yet. He’s planning on storing his stuff in the interim.
He will be able to use the site on his smartphone and his laptop
seamlessly. He starts on his smartphone and quickly assesses
that PODS could work for his complicated move.
A few days later, he’s back on the PODS site researching what
size container he’ll need. He uses the new Space Calculator to
help ﬁgure this out. Once he’s added all his stuff, PODS can also
send him with the right amount of moving supplies. He can even
request some help packing up his stuff.
Using the new Space Calculator, he enters in his stuff and ﬁnds out what size he needs.

Mark Reilly • UX Portfolio • mark@markreilly.com • 347 228 3696
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PODS: Discovery

The Outcomes

My Role

• We won the business—$2.9M—for the 2018
PODS redesign at the end of October

• Conducted and analyzed three rounds of user
testing on both desktop and mobile

• Presented the PODS Vision presentation in
early October

• Created the interface inventory and personas

• Delivered the UX Discovery report as a
standalone report at the same time
• Outlined quick wins for the existing site to
improve user experience before the redesign

Mark Reilly • UX Portfolio • mark@markreilly.com • 347 228 3696

• Oversaw the competitive audit
• Created wireframes for PODS future state
screens in the PODS Vision presentation
• Wrote the ﬁnal UX Discovery report
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